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HHG short trajectory selection
ABSTRACT
This review discusses recent experimental and theoretical analyses of high-harmonic spectroscopy
in small molecules, with the aim of characterizing charge migration. We discuss the formulation
of molecular high-harmonic spectra followed by methods to extract molecular-target-specific infor-
mation, both in experiments and ab-initio simulations. We present measured and simulated high-
harmonic spectra from carbon dioxide and carbonyl sulfide to illustrate the necessity for multidimen-
sional analyses for high-harmonic spectroscopies that include both the spectral amplitude and phase.
Leveraging these results, we examine how such multidimensional analyses pave the way for the study
of charge migration with high-harmonic spectroscopy and illustrate the beneficial role a static molec-
ular feature can play when probing dynamics. Finally, we briefly expand our scope with an outlook
on the critical role of integrating theoretical and experimental approaches, beyond just high-harmonic
spectroscopy, for the development of versatile harmonic spectroscopic probes of charge migration.
1. Introduction
Rapid redistribution of charge following molecular ion-
ization can begin in less than a femtosecond. This response
can manifest as an oscillation of the charge throughout the
molecule, known as charge migration [1]. Charge migration
is predominately due to electron correlation, with a possible
weak coupling to nuclear dynamics and the external system,
and therefore offers a direct pathway towards studying elec-
tron correlation [2, 3]. It has been proposed that these migra-
tions have a significant impact on subsequent charge transfer
[4] and bond rearrangement processes [5]. Characterization
of charge migration would hence offer insight into possible
molecular relaxation pathways [6], and coherent control of
the migration could translate to chemical reactions [7].
Measuring charge migration is a formidable challenge
because it requires ultrafine spatial (angstrom) and ultrafast
temporal (attosecond) resolution probes. The challenge is to
unequivocally connect specific charge migration dynamics
to the signals being recorded. Beyond case-by-case anal-
yses, it therefore requires concerted experimental and the-
oretical efforts. Charge migration studies began over two
decades ago with early theoretical efforts focused on the un-
derlying mechanism for the migration, and the key aspects
of molecules that control it [4, 5, 8, 9, 10]. The simultaneous
advancement of attosecond light sources enabled initial stud-
ies of static features in atoms [11, 12, 13, 14], such as pho-
toemission delays and hole localization [15, 16, 17]. Within
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the last decade experimental capabilities entered the attosec-
ond regime [6, 18, 19], leading to the first measurement of
charge migration in phenylalanine using molecular fragmen-
tation [20]. Shortly afterwards, high-harmonic spectroscopy
was utilized to measure charge migration in iodoacetylene
[21] followed by other fragmentation measurements in tryp-
tophan and again phenylalanine [22]. Along the way, charge
migration theory has advanced towards a more comprehen-
sive understanding of the migration dynamics, factoring in
elements such as nuclear dynamics [23], core-hole excita-
tions [24], and more advanced frameworks for simulations
[25]. The potential of core-hole excitations, which are highly
localized leading to charge migration in the valence shell,
has resulted in new experimental avenues for using free-electron
lasers to perform attosecond pump, attosecond probe charge
migration studies [26].
In this paper, we review recent efforts towards develop-
ing high-harmonic spectroscopy (HHS) as a coherent probe
of charge migration. In particular, we review recent experi-
mental and theoretical work usingHHS to characterize struc-
tural molecular features, and we discuss how such studies
provide a roadmap toward HHS-characterization of charge
migration without the need for complex reconstruction algo-
rithms. In general, HHS uses the coherence of high-harmonic
generation (HHG) [27, 28, 29] as a spectroscopic probe of
the emitting molecule’s structure. It has been employed to
probe static features in molecules such as internuclear dis-
tances [30, 31, 32], electronic structure [18, 33, 34, 35, 36],
and molecular wave functions [37, 38, 39, 40]. Charge mi-
gration studies with HHS hence aim to harness the natural
attosecond time scale embedded in the harmonic emission
process [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46] to extend the probe to molec-
ular dynamics. The natural sub-cycle resolution offered by
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HHS differs from molecular fragmentation, which requires
the migration to imprint itself upon the longer fragmenta-
tion signals [22]. Thinking of charge migration as a tran-
sient redistribution of charge between different regions of
a molecule, we suggest that the spectral features associated
with localized electronic densities, like two-center interfer-
ence [32, 36, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53] or Cooper-like
minima [35, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58], are good references for track-
ing the migrating dynamics.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we re-
view the information content in high-harmonic spectra and
outline how to interpret signals that directly correspond to
the molecular electronic structure. In Section 3 we present
HHS results of two-center interferences andCooper-likemin-
ima in small molecules. We then examine carbonyl sulfide,
which exhibits both, to explore methods to deconvolve sig-
nals originating from both. We follow these results with a
brief discussion of how these structural features could be
leveraged to view a time-dependent charge migration. In
Section 4, we look at semi-classical and first principles-based
methods for modeling HHS.Within the first principles meth-
ods, we discuss how one can isolate the short-trajectory con-
tribution in single-target simulations of HHG, which pro-
vides a sub-cycle view of the electron migratory dynamics.
In Section 5 we expand our scope to emphasize other efforts
that will be needed to employ HHS for probing charge mi-
gration, such as direct computation of electron dynamics and
ionization spectroscopy. We summarize in Section 6.
2. Molecular high-harmonic spectroscopy
In order to harness HHS for measuring charge migration
one needs to (i) fully characterize the spectral amplitude and
phase of the harmonic emission and (ii) isolate signals that
are unique to the system’s electronic structure from other
generic contributions found in any system that emits high-
harmonics. In this section, we discuss experimental and the-
oretical approaches to achieve this. We first outline experi-
mental methods for measuring molecular-frame HHS ampli-
tudes and phases. Then, we discuss the theoretical approach
for modeling molecular high-harmonic spectra, highlighting
the different contributions to the signal. Finally, we show
how to separate generic from target-specific contributions in
HHS.
2.1. Experimental methods and apparatus
HHS enables simultaneous multidimensional measure-
ments, involving the acquisition of both spectral amplitudes
and phases with molecular-frame resolution. All experimen-
tal results discussed in this review were obtained using a
mid-infrared (mid-IR) tunablewavelength driving laser source
for the generation and characterization of the extreme-ultraviolet
(XUV) harmonics, as well as impulsive alignment of the
molecular target [59]. Impulsive alignment allows for con-
trol over the angle between the driving laser polarization and
the molecular axis. Compared to conventional near-IR mea-
surements, the mid-IR source gives access to a broader range
of XUV harmonics because of the quadratic scaling of the
harmonic cut-off with the laser wavelength and a finer har-
monic sampling [43, 44, 60, 61].
For all measurements described in this review, the spec-
tral amplitude of the harmonic emission is recorded using an
XUV photoionizationmagnetic bottle electron spectrometer.
The phase retrieval is performed using the reconstruction
of attosecond beating by interference of two-photon transi-
tions (RABBITT) method [62, 63]. The RABBITT appa-
ratus consists of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer where the
majority of the laser power is in one arm and is used for
high-harmonic generation. The resulting XUV radiation is
sent through an aluminum filter to remove the mid-IR beam.
The trasnsmitted XUV radiation is then recombined with the
dressing laser beam (from the other arm of the interferom-
eter) using a hole drilled in a mid-IR reflecting mirror. The
overlapping XUV radiation and mid-IR dressing beam are
then focused, using a gold coated toroidal mirror, into the
magnetic bottle electron spectrometer. All recorded spectral
information is corrected for the contributions from the alu-
minum filter transmission and the detection gas photoioniza-
tion cross-section used in the electron spectrometer.
All measurements discussed here were taken with tun-
able mid-IR, 60-75 fs pulses produced by pumping a com-
mercial optical parametric amplifier (OPA;HE-TOPASPrime,
Light Conversion)with a chirped-pulse-amplified Ti:sapphire
system, at a 1-kHz repetition rate. The OPA produces ap-
proximately 1 mJ pulses whose energy can be attenuated
with a half waveplate, polarizer combination. Formolecular-
frame measurements, such as those described in 3.1 and 3.3,
the depleted pump of the OPA is used to induce impulsive
molecular alignment. The alignment pulse propagates par-
allel to the HHG driving beam and has a variable delay with
respect to it. Additionally, a half waveplate is placed in the
alignment pulse beam path for polarization control. Addi-
tional details of the experimental apparatus can be found in
[35, 36].
2.2. Molecular high-harmonic spectrum
HHS is an application of high-harmonic generation, a
three-step non-linear process where a strong field incident
upon an atomic or molecular target (i) creates an electron
wavepacket in the continuum via tunnel ionization, (ii) ac-
celerates the electron wave packet, and (iii) returns it to its
parent ion [43, 44, 45, 46]. Upon recollision (iii), a tran-
sient dipole coherence between the returning wave packet
and the bound molecular wave packet leads to the emission
of harmonic radiation. In the three-step picture, HHS takes
advantage of the intrinsic coherence of the harmonic process
– the same electron that is ionized in (i) is later involved in
the recollision (iii) and associated emission – to probe the
ion. Finally, because the harmonic emission is tied to the
bound electron wave packet, HHS signals contain informa-
tion on the molecule’s or atom’s structure at the moment of
recollision [33, 34].
Because of the different time, length, and energy scales
involved in the three successive steps of HHG, the harmonic
spectrum produced is simply the product of the cross sec-
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tions and respective phase dependencies from each step indi-
vidually: the probability to first ionize an electron, times the
probability for that electron wave packet to recollide, times
the efficacy of the harmonic emission process. For a time-
independent charge density of the ion, this factorization can
be performed directly in the frequency domain, an approach
known as quantitative rescattering theory (QRS) [64]. For-
mally, this results in a formula for the harmonic spectral am-





× HHGref() × (; )ei(;), (1)
where  is the harmonic frequency and  is themolecular ori-
entation/alignment angle. Here Γ is the energy-independent
ionization yield, and  and  are the scattering amplitude
and phase, respectively. In this electron-scattering context,























where  b and  c are the neutral and singly-ionized (with
scattering momentum k⃗ ()) wave functions, respectively, d̂
is the dipole/acceleration operator, and Ip is the target’s ion-ization potential. Finally, as systems that share the same ion-
ization potential will also share many generic amplitude and
phase features in the emitted radiation (assuming tunnel ion-
ization dominates [67]), HHGref of Eq. (1) is a normalizedreference spectrum with ionization yield Γref, generally as-sociated with an atomic target with matching ionization po-





Alternatively, when studying aligned or oriented molecular
samples one can also self-reference the spectral amplitude to
an unaligned sample, or to the signal at a molecular align-
ment angle that has a featureless spectral amplitude [36].
Overall, HHS aims to isolate the target-specific ampli-
tude  and phase and uniquely connect them to themolecule’s
electronic structure [18, 37, 66]. Of these components, the
spectral amplitude is the simplest to isolate. From Eq. (1)
we directly see that one only needs to normalize against the
reference spectrum. On the other hand, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, measuring spectral phases in molecules is more dif-
ficult than amplitudes, and hence only a few measurements
have been made [35, 36, 39, 50, 68]. Isolating the target-
specific spectral phase is further complicated because the
reference spectrum, despite having a featureless RDME, still
has a variable spectral phase, known as the attochirp [69].
This attochirp typically dominates over the target-specific
phase contribution of interest and hence is not easily removed
[69, 70]. A full complex characterization of the target-specific
signal, however, is necessary for HHS studies as the ampli-
tude alone cannot distinguish the multiple contributions that
the RDMEmay have. This point is further illustrated in Sec-
tion 3.3.
Instead of directly measuring the harmonics’ phases, the
RABBITT method (see Section 2.1) measures their deriva-
tives with respect to frequency, i.e., the group delay (GD).
From Eq. (1), the group delay is split into the attochirp and
the target-specific RDME contributions
GDHHG (; ) = GDref () + GDRDME (; ) . (4)
To a good approximation, the group delay can be interpreted
as the relative time  at which a given harmonic is generated.
Using a semi-classical framework, the attochirp can further
be approximated using the three-step model and assuming
the propagating free electron wavepacket does not experi-
ence the ion’s potential [35, 43, 44, 66]
GDref ≈ GDfree ≈ free. (5)
This factorization and approximation has been validated for
atoms [69, 70, 71, 72, 73] and small molecules [35, 36]. For
larger molecules however, the validity of the factorization is
unclear due to the non-negligible spatial extent of the molec-
ular potential. Therefore, self-referencing in molecules is
expected to be the more robust approach.
For charge migration studies, the generalization of the
QRS factorization of Eq. (1) is not obvious due to the ul-
trafast time-scale associated with the migratory dynamics.
The picture can be further complicated if multiple ioniza-
tion channels, with different ionization potentials, are in-
volved in the migration process. Nevertheless, in the con-
text of the three-step model, charge migration does not be-
gin until after the ionization step, and hence the technique
of (self) referencing the harmonic signal in order to extract
time-dependent target-specific signatures of the dynamics
still remains valid. Accordingly, we propose that otherwise
static features in the spectral amplitude and phase, e.g., two-
center interferences [32, 36, 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]
or Cooper-like minima [35, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58], provide good
points of reference for charge-migration studies: deviations
from the static reference would serve as a signature of tran-
sient reorganization of the target’s electronic structure. This
concept is further developed in Section 3.
2.3. Attochirp removal
As discussed in the previous section, access to target-
specific spectral information requires first the removal of the
generic attochirp contribution to the signal. If the ionic po-
tential is negligible during propagation, the attochirp is a
parametric function of the target’s ionization potential and
several laser parameters [45]. Unfortunatley, laser intensi-
ties are not typically measurable to high precision. Instead,
we assume the contribution from the RDME is negligible











⇒ GDHHG ≈ free, (6)
so the intensity can be recovered by fitting against the mea-
sured group delay spanning a broad energy range. The accu-
racy of the intensity retrieval, using a weighted least-squares
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Figure 1: Illustration of the laser intensity fit for the attochirp
removal discussion in Section 2.3. Measured group delays are
shown in circles with the calculated attochirps for each inten-
sity given as solid lines. Each intensity was offset by 0.2 fs
when plotting for visual clarity. Additional details about the
experiment and measurements can be found in [35]; licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
minimization algorithm, was confirmed in xenon [35], where
the assumption of a negligible ionic potential is known to be
valid [70].
The intensity retrieval for a molecule with a featureless
RDME is illustrated in Fig. 1. The figure compares the mea-
sured group delay for methane with the calculated attochirp
for a 1650 nm driving wavelength at varying laser intensi-
ties. The attochirp calculation was performed for the low-
est intensity dataset and then scaled with the measured laser
power for the others. Indeed, keeping the focal geometry un-
changed, the (unknown) laser intensity scales linearly with
the power, which is readily measured. Fig. 1 shows excel-
lent agreement between the measurement and calculated at-
tochirp over an intensity range of 5 to 8.5 × 1013 W/cm2
[35].
HHS and its application for charge migration studies in-
volve measurements for which the target-specific group de-
lay is not negligible. The presence of an additional contribu-
tion to the group delay besides the attochirp will impede the
intensity retrieval, and hence the attochirp subtraction. To
circumvent this issue, the intensity can first be calibrated in
a reference molecule with a negligible target-specific group
delay. The calibrated intensity can then be used to compute
the attochirp component in the target of interest to reveal
its target-specific group delay signal. This intensity calibra-
tion method was used to study the Cooper-like minimum in
methyl chloride (CH3Cl), in Section 3.2.
3. Experimental molecular high-harmonic
spectroscopy
Utilizing themethods outlined in Section 2, we now present
characterizations of twomolecular structural features caused
by the ion’s charge distribution, which might be leveraged
as references for charge migration studies: two-center inter-
ferences and Cooper-minima. We then examine the charac-
terization of a molecule that exhibits both types of structural
features, illustrating the need for multidimensional measure-
ments of both amplitude and phase to deconvolve the con-
tributions from each feature in the emitted radiation. We
briefly extend the discussion to how one would use a similar
approach to deconvolve a static feature, such as a two-center
interference or Cooper minima, and a dynamic feature, re-
sulting perhaps from charge migration.
3.1. Aligned target - Two-center interference
The simplest spectral feature found in molecular HHG
spectra, but absent in atoms with the same ionization po-
tential, are those due to two-center interferences. These are
a direct result of the localization of charge at multiple sites
within a molecule [47]. Two-center interferences have been
observed experimentally and theoretically in multiple sys-
tems [32, 40, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. In a small molecule
where the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is
mainly composed of two roughly symmetric charge density
centers, the scattering of a recolliding electron wave packet
from each center leads to energy-dependent constructive and
destructive interferences. These target-specific features also
depend on themolecular alignment angle relative to the driv-
ing laser polarization. Accordingly, without known molec-
ular alignment, one cannot directly access the target specific
RDME.
In two-center molecules, upon recollision, the return-
ing electron wave packet scatters off each center. There-
fore, conceptually, if the bound wave function is written as
a linear composition of the atomic orbitals of the centers,
 b =  1b +  
2































If the two centers are roughly symmetric, i.e., they have sim-
ilar charge density, then assuming the recolliding electron
wave packet is a plane wave, the condition for a destructive
interference minimum is [74]
keR cos  + ΔΦ(ke, ) = (2m + 1) (8)
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where ke = 2∕e is the electron wave number, e is theelectron de Broglie wavelength, R is the effective distance
between the two centers,  is the angle between the molec-
ular axis and plane wave k-vector, ΔΦ is the RDME phase
difference between the two centers, and m is any integer.
In the two-center interference framework of Eqs. (7-8),
the three main molecular characteristics that determine the
feature are (i) the relative distribution of charge between the
two centers, (ii) their spatial separationR, and (iii) the phase
difference ΔΦ between them. The relative distribution of
charge between the two centers controls the sharpness of
the minimum, with a symmetric distribution yielding the
strongest interference. The separation of the charge centers
and the relative phase between them then determines the en-
ergy at which the minimum occurs, as well as its angular
distribution. Note that Eq. (8) only gives a conceptual un-
derstanding of two-center interference minima since plane
waves are not necessarily a good approximation for contin-
uum wave functions [36].
Fig. 2 shows an example of HHS of the two-center inter-
ference in CO2. The inset of panel (c) shows the isosurfaceof the HOMO, with the dominating linear combination of
atomic orbitals (LCAO) composition. The symmetric distri-
bution of charge around the two oxygen centers leads to the
two-center interference in the harmonic spectrum. Panel (a)
shows that the two-center minimum continuously moves to
higher harmonic energy as the absolute value of the angle
 (upper x-axis) between the molecular axis and the driving
laser polarization increases from zero. Here  is controlled
through the delay between the alignment and harmonic gen-
eration pulses (lower x-axis) near a half revival of the ro-
tational wave packet [75, 76]. Alternatively,  can be con-
trolled by fixing the delay at the half revival and rotating
the polarization of the alignment pulse. The latter method
is used for the target-specific spectral intensities and group
delays of panels (c-d). Because the angular variation occurs
over a very short time period compared to the revival time
there is no significant spreading of the rotational wave packet
and both methods yield similar results [36].
Fig. 2 (b) illustrates self-referencing in molecular HHS
by normalizing the alignment-angle-dependent spectral in-
tensity to that at 90◦. Indeed, at perpendicular alignment the
predicted two-center minimum of Eq. (8) moves beyond the
harmonic cut off. Experimentally, the near-featureless na-
ture of the spectrum at  = 90◦, and therefore its suitability
as a normalization reference, is confirmed by the flatness of
the normalized signal from an unaligned sample in which
the contributions from all different alignment angles washes
out the interference minimum (see the discussion in the next
subsection). The only remaining trace of the minimum is the
dampened yield at higher energies. This is understood as a
macroscopic effect where the ensemble of alignments in the
unaligned sample are out of phase over a large range of ener-
gies due to the energy-dependent phase shift [36]. Fig. 2 (c)
shows that the angle-dependence of the group delay feature
is consistent with that of the amplitude. Both show a local
minimum near the same energy for aligned samples, which
Figure 2: Experimental high-harmonic spectroscopy of the
two-center interference in CO2. (a) Harmonic yield as a func-
tion of alignment angle (upper x-axis) as controlled by the
alignment pulse delay relative to the HHG pulse (lower x-axis).
(b) Enhancement of HHG yield when self-referenced against
the 90◦ spectrum, as outlined in Section 2.2. (c) Associated
group delays with the attochirp subtracted as outlined in Sec-
tion 2.3. (inset) Isosurfaces of the HOMO with red and blue
indicating opposing phases, and the dominating LCAO com-
position written above. Reproduced from [36], with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing.
moves to higher energy with increasing alignment angle, and
the unaligned sample shows a flat group delay. This angle
dependence is consistent with Eq. (8) and with the fact that
the phase difference between the two centers is independent
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of alignment, with ΔΦ () = , as shown on the isosurface
in the inset. Intuitively, increasing  decreases the effective
two-center distance and therefore pushes the minimum to
higher energies. Qualitatively similar results were obtained
in N2O [36], which further confirms that two-center inter-ferences are observable in HHS whenever the molecule has
two roughly symmetric charge density centers.
Because a two-center interference is a direct consequence
of localized electronic charge distributions, it lends itself as a
promising static reference for charge migration studies. As-
suming measurements have access to a clear temporal di-
mension, e.g., by controlling the sub-cycle delay between
the harmonic generation field and the migration dynamics,
an oscillation of charge along the molecule would induce
a periodic reshaping of the minimum. Assuming that the
conceptual model presented in Eqs. (7-8) holds and can be
extended to include migration dynamics in the bound wave
function  b, the time-dependent sharpness of the minimumwould reflect the relative charge asymmetry between each
center, while the sign of the group delay would be sensitive
to which center had a greater charge density [25].
3.2. Unaligned target - Molecular Cooper-like
minimum
In an unaligned sample one measures the coherent aver-
age of the harmonic emission over all possible orientations.









This coherent averaging, aswas previously seen in Section 3.1,
typically supresses any two-center interference signal as the
contributions from each angle destructively interfere in the
observed signal. However, not all unaligned molecules have
a featureless RDME. Molecules with a significant charge
density centered around one atom can have angle-independent
features, such as a Cooper minimum, that are due to the elec-
tronic structure.
A Cooper minimum [54] is a minimum in the photoion-
ization cross section at a specific photon energy. When an
electron of effective angular momentum l is single-photon
ionized, it has two angular momentum pathways (l → l±1)
into the continuum. A zero transition dipole matrix element
in one of the channels at a specific energy can hence yield a
Cooper minimum in the photoionization cross section, even
though it is an incoherent sum over the pathways. SinceHHS
probes the RDME, which is the inverse of the single-photon
ionization process, the Cooper minimum appears as a mini-
mum in the emitted radiation as well. One important differ-
ence is that HHS involves a coherent sum over the angular
momentum channels, which can shift the energy that it ap-
pears at. Originally observed in alkali atoms [55] and later
observed in small molecules [56, 57, 58], Cooper-like min-
ima can be found in some molecules that have a significant
localized charge density around an atomic center. In con-
trast to the two-center interference discussed in Section 3.1,
Figure 3: Influence of the methyl chloride Cooper-like min-
imum in reference to methane. (a) HHG yield normalized to
a methane spectrum taken at the same intensity, as outlined
in Section 2.2. (c) The associated group delays with attochirp
subtracted as outlined in Section 2.3. Additional details about
the experiment and measurements can be found in [35]; li-
censed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) li-
cense.
the Cooper minimum is not an interference effect and is a
feature of a single charge center giving rise to the angular-
independence.
Fig. 3 shows the results of a HHS measurement for the
Cooper-like minimum in methyl chloride (CH3Cl). The Cl porbital accounts for approximately 80% of the HOMO, with
the C-Cl bond filling out the shell [56]. The Cooper-like
minimum thus arises since the d-like channel from the Cl
charge center has a zero in its matrix element. The target-
specific spectral intensity and group delay are extracted us-
ing methane, which differs from methyl chloride solely by a
chlorine substitution, as a reference. The Cooper-like mini-
mum influences both the spectral amplitude and group delay
around 42.4 eV, consistent with other chlorinated molecules
[77]. The results are analogous to observations in argon,
which has a Cooper minimum associated with the 3p orbital
[33, 78] that has a very similar structure to the HOMO of
methyl chloride [56, 79].
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3.3. Unraveling multiple features
So far we have considered how single, well-identified
features shape the target-specificHHS signal. However, HHS
measurements associated with charge migration studies will
likely convolve features reflecting multiple characteristics of
the target molecules. In a time-independent context, a sim-
ilar mixing of features can be observed in OCS where the
spectral amplitude and phase are determined by the interplay
between a geometric two-center interference and a structural
Cooper-like minimum [36].
HHS measurements in OCS are shown in Fig. 4. The
OCS HOMO shown in the inset of panel (b) has charge den-
sity distributed between two centers with a  phase differ-
ence between centers, qualitatively similar to that for CO2 –see Fig. 2. Specifically, the 2p orbital of oxygen and the 3p
orbital of sulphur make up 97% of the HOMO, with the C-
S bond filling out the shell [80]. Thus, OCS is isoelectronic
with methyl chloride. Accordingly, it has a Cooper-like min-
imum that is clearly observed in HHS from an unaligned
sample with a dip in the spectral amplitude and group delay
around 42 eV (as shown in panels (a) and (b)). Any two-
center interference feature is washed out in the unaligned
sample, therefore isolating the Cooper-like minimum in the
energy resolved signal [36].
Unlike the Cooper-like minimum, the two-center inter-
ference in OCS is hard to observe. Because the Cooper-like
minimum component is present at all angles, what is mea-
sured is its convolutionwith the two-center interference [36].
In Fig. 4, this combinationmanifests as a spectral feature that
appears at the same harmonic energy for all alignment angles
with only a variation of the sharpness of the intensity mini-
mum and the sign of the group delay. In a simplified additive
picture, the angle-independent Cooper-like minimum pro-
vides an energy window within which the effect of the two-
center interference can be observed. For alignment angles
where the two features’ extrema overlap, the coherent inter-
ference between them produces sharp features, with nontriv-
ial  dependence. When the extrema are not overlapped in
energy, each component minimum is occluded by the other
stronger signal, leading to the quasi-flat spectral signal for
 = 90◦. The complex interplay between the two-center and
Cooper-like features is further discussed from a theoretical
perspective in Section 4.1.
OCS exemplifies the crucial importance of multidimen-
sional analyses for HHS campaigns. The contribution and
interplay of geometric two-center interferences and struc-
tural Cooper-like minima is revealed only after comparing
simultaneous multidimensional measurements of both the
target-specific spectral amplitude and phase, in both aligned
and unaligned samples. Returning to the case for using HHS
to study chargemigration discussed at the end of Section 3.1,
OCS showcases the importance of exploiting reference fea-
tures in harmonic spectra. For instance, if we imagine charge
migration dynamics convolved with a static structural fea-
ture, then time-dependent variations in theHHS signal around
the static feature would represent a high-resolution signature
of the charge migration. Additionally, as these static refer-
Figure 4: Spectral intensities and group delays for OCS. (a)
Enhancement of HHG yield when self-referenced against the
respective  = 90◦ spectra, as outlined in Section 2.2. (b)
Group delays for each respective molecule. The attochirp was
subtracted from the group delay figures, as outlined in Sec-
tion 2.3. Group delay data above 60 eV was omitted due to
poor statistics from low count rates. (inset) Isosurface of the
HOMO orbital with red and blue indicating opposing phases,
and the dominating LCAO composition written above. Repro-
duced from [36], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
ence features appear as minima in the HHS signal, they have
a lower threshold for revealing any additional signal contri-
butions and therefore should be most sensitive to the migra-
tory variations in the electronic structure.
4. Theoretical molecular high-harmonic
spectroscopy
Chargemigrationwas first identified theoretically [1] and
calculations continue to play a key role in both understanding
the complex process and identifying preferred experimental
targets and methods [18, 25, 81]. Numerically, simulating
HHS with complex molecules is an extremely difficult and
resource-intensive task as it requires the accurate description
of both (i) the multi-bound-electron structure close to the
core and (ii) the energetic electron in the continuum. Prac-
tically, various approaches have been developed for HHS
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simulations, including (semi-classical) factorizations based
on the three-step model and direct numerical simulations.
We introduce examples of these, and discuss their strengths
and limitations for charge-migration studies, in Sections 4.1
and 4.2, respectively.
Meaningful comparison of HHS simulations with exper-
imental signals are further complicated by the disparity be-
tween themicroscopic single-molecule response to the strong
laser field versus the measured macroscopic response [27,
70, 82]. Specifically, single-molecule harmonic generation
consists of multiple possible quantum trajectories. As a re-
sult, multiple ionization times and their corresponding recol-
lision times result in the same harmonic energies [45]. All of
these trajectories interfere in the overall signal, but only one
of the energy-degenerate trajectories, the so-called short tra-
jectory, survives the macroscopic phase matching and focal-
volume averaging present in experiments [83]. We discuss
a method for isolating the short-trajectory contribution in
single-target simulations in Section 4.2.1 and explore its ef-
ficacy upon comparison with measurement in Section 4.2.2.
Alternatively, direct simulation of the macroscopic response
[83, 84] involves the computation of many single-molecule
responses and would therefore be extremely computation-
ally expensive given that an individual harmonic calculation
is already taxing.
Finally, the control offered by theoreticalmethods in short-
trajectory selection allows for sub-cycle resolution not cur-
rently achievable in measurement. This resolution provides
key insight into the effect of the driving field on electron dy-
namics, normally modeled as field-free, which is illustrated
in Section 4.3.
4.1. Recollision-factorization models
To simulate molecular high-harmonic generation, some
models leverage the factorization of the three-step process
into its (i) ionization yield, (ii) rate of recollision, and
(iii) recollision cross-section. Depending on the specific
approach, this factorization can be done in the temporal
domain, employing a semi-classical approach such as the
stationary-phase approximation [45], or it can be performed
directly in the frequency domain as with QRS [43] – see dis-
cussion in Section 2.2. In temporal-domain factorizations
and associated semi-classical models, which provide direct
access to the recollision temporal information, the short-
trajectory selection can be performed at the microscopic
level by accordingly discarding all but these contributions to
the overall factorized signal [85]. For frequency-domain fac-
torizations, a similar selection can be achieved by ensuring
that the reference term, HHGref of Eq. (1), itself only con-tains short-trajectory contributions or has been macroscop-
ically filtered [67]. Additionally, for charge migration stud-
ies, temporal-domain approaches can be augmented to in-
clude a time-dependent charge density [19]. Irrespective of
the specific approach, recollision-factorization-based mod-
els typically involve many parameters associated with the
different factors, and can therefore be hard to calibrate.
Examples of recollision-factorization models, in the fre-
quency domain, are shown in Fig. 5. These models are built
using a qualitative approach to the QRS of Eq. (1) and are
developed for conceptual analyses of experimental measure-
ments (markers) in CO2 and OCS (left and right panels, re-spectively) otherwise discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.3. Specif-
ically, these models aim to recreate both the amplitude and
phase of the emitted radiation and are designed to include
the effects of structural features, such as two-center interfer-
ences and Cooper minima, and accurately predict the loca-
tion, magnitude, and, most importantly, the alignment an-
gle dependence of each. Briefly, the ionization yield Γ ()
is fitted against the total experimental harmonic signal, and
HHGref is chosen as a suitable featureless reference. ForCO2, the two-center interference ismodeledwith aGaussian-shaped geometric feature, in both the RDME amplitude 
and phase , that moves in energy upon variation of the
molecular alignment. For OCS, the geometric two-center in-
terference is augmentedwith an alignment-angle-independent
Cooper-likeminimum contribution. Additional details about
the models, and their calibration against experiments, can be
found in [36].
Overall, Fig. 5 shows a very good agreement between
the conceptual recollision-factorization model and experi-
ments. For CO2 (left panels), upon alignment the two-centerinterference manifests as an angle-dependent dip in both the
HHS intensity (top) and target-specific group delay (mid-
dle) which is mostly washed away for unaligned molecular
samples (top inset and bottom panel). On the other hand,
with OCS the position in energy of the minimum in the total
harmonic signal is independent of alignment, with only the
depth of the intensity minimum and sign of the group-delay
varying. However, in accordance with experiment, unlike
CO2, unaligned OCS samples preserve a clear local mini-mum in the harmonic intensity and target-specific group de-
lay due to the Cooper-like minimum.
Taken together, the results of Fig. 5 offer valuable in-
sight for molecular HHS. For aligned CO2, it shows that theenergy of the two-center minimum moves with alignment as




with  ≈ 1 instead of predicted  = 2 from the recollision-
plane-wave approximation of Eq. (8). This difference high-
lights the importance of using accurate RDMEs in QRS fac-
torizations [36]. For unaligned CO2, the two-center inter-ference is averaged away, as discussed in Section 3.1. This
also confirms the potential of using the unaligned signal as
amolecular self-reference for extracting target-specific spec-
tral information. ForOCS, the unaligned and angular-dependent
signals are the results of the interplay between the geomet-
ric two-center interference and structural Cooper-like mini-
mum features, as discussed in Section 3.3, and hence it ex-
emplifies the profound reshaping of HHS signals when mul-
tiple contributions overlap and interfere. Notwithstanding
the insights gained from these specific cases, this conceptual
model illustrates the complexity and potential limitations of
recollision-factorization approaches as they require knowl-
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Figure 5: Illustration of recollision-factorization models (curves) and comparison with experimental measurements (markers).
In the QRS framework of Eq. (1) the CO2 conceptual model (left panels) includes a generic two-center interference feature both
in the RDME amplitude and phase. For OCS (right panels), the model is augmented with an angle-independent Cooper-like
minimum feature. Reproduced from [36], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
edge of the number of features present and their angle de-
pendencies in addition to multiple empirical parameters.
4.2. Direct numerical simulations
Molecular HHS can also be investigated using first-principles
simulations. For instance, time-dependent density-functional
theory (TDDFT) has shown promising results on simulat-
ing experimental HHS results recently [25, 36, 86, 87, 88,
89]. In essence, these direct numerical simulations remove
the many parameters involved in their factorization counter-
parts, at the price of being generally more computationally
expensive. Conversely, because they do not decompose the
harmonic-generation dynamics into distinct processes, first-
principle simulations can be more challenging for separating
multiple contributions to the harmonic signal. More impor-
tantly for HHS, in direct numerical simulations, proper se-
lection of the short-trajectory signal in single-molecule sim-
ulations requires careful attention, as discussed next.
4.2.1. Short-trajectories selection with an attosecond
pulse train seed
Numerically, the contribution from short trajectories to
the harmonic spectrum can be selected spatially by taking
advantage of the fact that other unwanted quantum orbits
travel larger distances from the core. This, however, requires
high-performance absorption of outgoing electron fluxes at
the edges of the simulation domain in order to avoid any
spurious reflection that would pollute the short trajectory
harmonic signal. Crucially, the position of these absorbers
needs to be carefully calibrated, specific to the target and
laser parameters, which can make it an impractical approach
for first-principle HHS simulations. A different approach for
short trajectory selection that avoids filtering of the long tra-
jectories is to avoid producing long trajectories to begin with
using a weak attosecond-pulse-train (APT) ionization seed
[25, 90, 91] synchronized to the driving mid-IR laser field,
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Figure 6: Illustration of the APT ionization seed for select-
ing short trajectories in single-molecule simulations. The APT
pulse (right axis) is synchronized to the driving mid-IR (left),
with a delay Δ set to selectively enhance ionization of the short-
trajectory contributions to the harmonic signal [67]; licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license.
as illustrated in Fig. 6. By properly timing the APT with re-
spect to the part of the mid-IR sub-cycle when short trajecto-
ries are initiated, their contribution to the harmonic signal is
selectively enhanced and dominates over other quantum or-
bits. More details about calibrating the APT ionization seed
for molecular HHS can be found in [36].
As is usual, the harmonic signal is computed from the
Fourier transform  of the total dipole or acceleration re-
sponse [85]. For targets that do not exhibit an inversion sym-
metry, alignment-only harmonic signals are obtained by co-
herently averaging the responses from opposite orientation
angles  and  + . The extraction of the short-trajectory
signal can be further improved by windowing the response
around a single set of APT-enhanced recollision times. The
harmonic intensity associated with the dipole acceleration
a(t) then reads
∣ HHG(, ) ∣2=∣  [W (t)a∥(t, )] ∣2 + ∣  [W (t)a⟂(t, )] ∣2,(11)
where W (t) is the recollision window function. Note that,
selecting a single set of short-trajectory recollision times yields
a continuous spectrum in lieu of the experimental discrete
harmonic comb [25]. Additionally, because of the anisotropy
of molecules, the harmonic component perpendicular to the
laser polarization may not vanish and should therefore be
accounted for in the total intensity [85].
Aswith experimentalmeasurements, extracting the target-
specific group delay is more involved than the spectral in-
tensity and requires a featureless reference. From the QRS
factorization of Eq. (1), the group delay is given by











The reference spectrum can be computedwith a single-active-
electron Schrödinger-equation atomic model with matching
ionization potential and subjected to an identical total laser
field, including the APT ionization seed [25]. Including the
APT field helps mitigate systematic spectral features it might
induce in the harmonic spectrum. Practically, the reference
computation can be performed in reduced dimension, with
one- and two-dimensional references yielding essentially iden-
tical results [25]. Finally, like for the spectral intensity, both
parallel- and perpendicular-to-the-laser polarization direc-
tion contributions should be included in the total group delay

























More details about the computation of the spectral intensity
and target-specific group delay can be found in [25].
4.2.2. high-harmonic spectroscopy simulations with
time-dependent density-functional theory
Practically, one of themain limiting factors in first-principles
direct numerical simulations of molecular harmonic spectra
is the computational cost of each simulation. Time-dependent
density-functional theory (TDDFT) offers somewhat reason-
able complexity scaling with the number of active electrons,
and among TDDFT implementations, because of the high
energy and large excursion of the recolliding electron from
the core, grid-based methods seem best suited to carry out
such simulations. All TDDFT computations reviewed in this
section are carried out with the grid-based package OCTO-
PUS [92, 93], using a local-density approximation (LDA)
exchange-correlation potential [94, 95, 96, 97] and average-
density self-interaction correction (ADSIC) [98]. The driv-
ingmid-IR field has 60-TW/cm2 intensity and 1500-nmwave-
length, while the APT-ionization seed is set to 1− 2% of the
intensity of the mid-IR. Corresponding alignment-angle de-
pendent spectral intensity and group delay for CO2 and OCSare shown in Fig. 7. More details about these TDDFT sim-
ulations, and detailed comparison with experimental mea-
surements, can be found in [25].
Overall, Fig. 7 highlights both the success and limita-
tions of current state-of-the-art TDDFT simulations using
an APT seed for semi-quantitative description of molecu-
lar HHS. In all panels, we see that any individual computa-
tion (each vertical slice of the colormaps) is hard to inter-
pret while trends in the aggregated alignment-angle depen-
dent signals reveal very clear and distinctive patterns. Most
strikingly in Panel (a), the spectral intensity for CO2 showsa clear minimum that moves to higher harmonic energies as
the molecular alignment is varied in accordance with exper-
iment. Interestingly we see that the empirical angle depen-
dence of the two-center interference minimum of Eq. (10)
is also well captured by the simulations, as indicated with
the parabolic black curve, and matches experimental results
discussed in Section 3.1.
Alternatively, in Panel (b), the spectral intensity for OCS
shows qualitative differences with its experimental counter-
part of Section 3.3. Most noticeably, the simulations ex-
hibit a local minimum moving with alignments for angles
larger than 20◦ wheremeasurements keep any feature around
40 eV. This discrepancy can be explained by the absence of
the Cooper-like minimum in the OCS effective molecular
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Figure 7: TDDFT simulations of HHS intensities (left panels)
and group delays (right) in CO2 (top) and OCS (bottom). Col-
ormaps show the normalized harmonic yield of Eq. (11) and
group delay of Eq. (13) as functions of molecular alignment
with respect to the laser polarization ( = 0 for parallel align-
ment). The short-trajectory signal is extracted using the APT
ionization-seed procedure described in Section 4.2.1. In each
panel, the parabolic solid curve labels the empirical energy of
the two-center interference as given by Eq. (10) with  = 1 for
CO2 and  = 0.7 for OCS. Further details about the compu-
tation and comparison to their experimental counterparts can
be found in [25]. Reproduced from [36], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.
potentials. Indeed, precise description of the location of a
Cooper minimum is hard to achieve and requires a very ac-
curate description of the continuum wave function [36, 99]
which goes beyond the capabilities of the LDA functional
and effective atomic potentials used here.
Finally, the numerical group delays for both CO2 andOCS in Panels (c) and (d) generally do not exhibit clear pat-
terns that can be compared to their associated spectral in-
tensity or measurements. These discrepancies underline the
effort that is still needed, e.g., in terms of fine-tuning the
APT seeding and signal post-processing, to extract mean-
ingful spectral phase information out of TDDFT HHS sim-
ulations.
4.3. Sub-cycle molecular high-harmonic
spectroscopy
For comparison with experiments, the OCS simulations
of Fig. 7 have limited relevance because they lack an essen-
Figure 8: Illustration of sub-cycle HHS in OCS. Panel (a)
sketches the differences for recollisions from the S and O sides
of the molecule, with their respective spectral intensity shown
in Panel (b). Panel (c) shows the redistribution of the elec-
tronic density imposed by a static electric field. More details
about the simulations and analyses can be found in [25]; li-
censed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) li-
cense.
tial Cooper-like feature, as discussed in the previous section.
Taken on their own, however, these results shed very inter-
esting light on how sub-laser-cycle processes can shapeHHS
signals. Ultimately observing charge migration with HHS
will require sub-cycle resolution when processing harmon-
ics spectral amplitudes and phases.
The OCS molecule does not possess full inversion sym-
metry, whichmeans that harmonic emission from successive
half laser-cycles or opposite orientations (angle  and +)
is associated with recollisions from opposite sides of the tar-
get, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (a). For oriented samples, and
without the half-laser-cycle resolution, the separation of the
signals from the two orientations is less straightforward and
involves both odd and even harmonic orders [100]. In single-
molecule simulations, which naturally define an oriented tar-
get, the selection of a single half-cycle short-trajectory har-
monic signal is achieved by combining the APT ionization
seed with recollision-time windowing, as discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2.1. Fig. 8 (b) compares the HHS intensity stemming
from recollision from opposite sides of the OCS molecule,
each yielding markedly different results: recollision from
the S side (red curve) gives a clear two-center interference
minimum centered slightly below 45 eV, whereas recolli-
sion from the O side (blue curve) does not yield any sign
of a two-center interference. Note that in the aligned signal,
because the two orientations are added coherently and can
therefore interfere, the two-center minimum is shifted to a
slightly higher energy (see vertical dashed line) [25, 74].
In the context of the QRS factorization of Eq. (1), the
qualitative difference in theHHS results between the two ori-
entations might at first seem surprising. Indeed, the contin-
uum wave function  c in the field-free RDME definition (2)only changes sign between opposite angles, such that  (; ) =














Γ ( + )
,
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ruling out harmonic-energy-dependent differences between
the two results. Instead, the difference stems from sub-cycle
polarization effects in the molecule’s bound density, which
alters the distribution of electrons in OCS between opposite
recollision orientations, as illustrated in Fig. 8 (c). Without a
driving field, the distribution of charges in OCS is naturally
biased towards the S end of the molecule (middle panels).
This imbalance is further exacerbated or reduced when the
driving laser force points O-to-S or the opposite direction
(see side panels and associated arrows). When including this
sub-cycle polarization effects in the two-center RDME de-
composition, Eq. (7), harmonics associated with recollision
from the S side experience more balanced centers, which is
conducive to the interference minimum observed in the as-
sociated spectral intensity. On the other hand, recollisions
from the O side are when the two centers of density are most
imbalanced, therefore erasing the interferenceminimum. Fi-
nally, the strength of such sub-cycle polarization effects de-
pends on the projection of the electric field onto the molec-
ular axis [81], which in turn can explain why two-center
interference minima are only observed for some angles in
Fig. 7 (b). More details about the orientation-dependent and
sub-cycle HHS analyses can be found in [25].
The OCS results of Fig. 7 are both a cautionary exam-
ple and promising outlook for charge migration studies with
HHS. On the one hand, they clearly illustrate how the re-
shaping of the target’s electronic structure, here due to the
driving laser field, can in turn drastically reshape harmonic
spectral properties. Conversely, it means that target-specific
spectral signals may not be field free [101] and similar polar-
ization effects can possibly influence or overwrite migration
dynamics of interest in the compound. At leading order, it
seems that orienting linear molecules orthogonal to the laser
polarization yields a quasi-field free HHS configuration [25,
81]; generalization to more complex targets, however, is not
straightforward. On the other hand, seeing the polarization-
driven redistribution of charge within the molecule as a tran-
sient two-center interference effect clearly demonstrates the
potential of HHS to resolving time-dependent sub-cycle mi-
gration dynamics.
5. Outlook
In this review, we have focused on the spectroscopic part
of molecular HHS, namely how one can extract a signal that
can be uniquely related to a target’s electronic structure. The
success of this extraction hinges upon the simultaneous record-
ing of multidimensional signals, including both the target-
specific spectral amplitude and phase. Inmost cases, molecular-
frame resolution with control of the targets’ alignment or ori-
entation is also required, as exemplified by the OCS studies
discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.3. Charge migration studies
however add to the complexity of these measurements by
requiring one of these dimensions to be clearly tied to time,
with attosecond resolution.
Because of the complex requirements of HHS experi-
ments, ideal near-term targets for extending HHS measure-
ments to charge migration may be unique to one’s experi-
mental capabilities. In general, however, a good candidate
should (i) be able to trigger and sustain charge migration,
(ii) have well-calibrated reference feature(s) against which
migration-induced signals can be identified, and (iii) have
experimentally-accessible dimensions that are sensitive and
directly related to the charge migration dynamics. In the
longer term, achieving a versatile application of HHS for
charge migration studies will also require a more compre-
hensive approach including (i) understanding the migrating
dynamics itself, and how it is regulated by the target’s chemi-
cal properties, and (ii) selectively triggering a well-identified
migration mode at the initial ionization step. We thus briefly
discuss perspectives for these questions in Sections 5.1-5.3
with the exception ofwell-calibrated reference featureswhich
were previously discussed in Sections 3 and 4.
5.1. Temporal dimension
Harmonic generation possesses a natural sub-femtosecond
time scale associated with the ionization-to-recollision de-
lay [45, 46]. Accessing this temporal dimension for charge
migration studies, nonetheless, requires deliberate efforts.
Most directly, the ionization-to-recollision delay can be con-
trolled by tuning the mid-IR-laser wavelength. Experimen-
tally, the nanometer-scale (meV) wavelength-tuning preci-
sion required to resolve attosecond dynamics can be obtained
with optical parametric amplification – see the experimen-
tal apparatus discussion of Section 2.1. However, note that
the deconvolution of the temporal dimension in HHS with
a continuous wavelength scan is not entirely straightforward
as both the ionization and recollision times are affected with
changing the driving laser period.
Borrowing from the attosecond-pulse-train seed of Sec-
tion 4.2.1, the synchronization of a XUV ionization pulse
with the mid-IR driving field would provide a more direct
temporal dimension. Assuming the XUV pulse is responsi-
ble for triggering the migrating dynamics, its delay with re-
spect to a sub-cycle of the mid-IR corresponds directly to the
time axis. Obviously this method involves steep experimen-
tal challenges. For instance, the power required to produce
an XUV pulse and a mid-IR driving field at HHG intensities
is significantly greater than in a traditional HHS experiment.
Similarly, the experiment would exhibit the challenges faced
in streaking [11, 102] as the freed electron would have a non-
zero kinetic energy upon ionization, in contrast to HHG [85],
and these non-zero initial velocities will impact acceleration
dynamics in the continuum. Finally, the XUV pulse must
have a sub-femtosecond duration in order to set a precise
migration start time which requires a large energetic band-
with opening the possibility for multiple ionization chan-
nels. Alternative to HHS, XUV-initialized migration dy-
namics might be more readily observable in ionization spec-
troscopy [90, 103, 104, 105, 106].
5.2. Migrating dynamics
As discussed in Sections 3.3 and 4.3, signatures of charge
migration dynamics will likely be convoluted in HHS sig-
nals. Therefore, some knowledge or understanding of the
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Figure 9: Snapshots of the hole migration in nitrosobenzene at five time delays (A-E) from ionization represented in three
different ways. The (top) row shows the hole density evolution. The (middle) row shows the TDELF with magenta circles
indicating regions of decreased electron localization. The (bottom) row shows a qualitative mapping onto the Lewis dot resonant
structures using the "electron pushing" mechanism. More details on these simulations can be found at [107]. Not subject to
U.S. Copyright.
migration itself would greatly enhance perspectives for un-
ambiguous deconvolution and access to the dynamics in ex-
perimental data. Charge migration dynamics, however, in-
volve many correlated electrons in ways that can be hard
to predict, but, fortuitously, theory has the unique advan-
tage that it can look at the charge migration dynamics di-
rectly, in real time and real space, without practical limita-
tions of initializing and probing it with experimentally ac-
cessible means. As such, input from high-performance cal-
culations continue to play an important role in understanding
measurements and also guiding experimental design.
Fig. 9 illustrates the insights gained from theory by view-
ing themigration of charge in nitrosobenzene in several com-
plementary ways [107]. Here the evolution of an electron
hole is computedwith TDDFT, following a core level ioniza-
tion from the nitrogen K-edge. The top row shows the time-
dependent evolution of the hole density around themolecule.
The middle panel shows the time-dependent electron local-
ization function (TDELF) [108, 109] which highlights the
transience of specific chemical structures in the molecules
such as lone pairs, bonds, holes. Finally, the bottom panel
presents a mechanistic description of the migration dynam-
ics in terms of “electron pushing” in the Lewis dot structures
[110].
5.3. Initiating migration
Not all ionization excitations lead to amigration of charge,
which makes the initial ionization step as important as the
migration motion itself. Conceptually, it is easiest to imag-
ine creating a localized hole as the best way to trigger a sub-
sequent migration [21, 111]. A favorable method for gen-
erating a localized hole is through single photon core level
ionization [24]; however, this is not possible using mid-IR
lasers. Luckily, localized valence-shell ionization can be
achieved using a mid-IR driving field in certain molecules,
with control provided through molecular alignment or ori-
entation [81].
Interestingly, ionization spectroscopy in the halomethane
family has demonstrated that one can also chemically control
hole localization in valence-shell ionization by changing the
halogen functionalization [112]. This study also exemplifies
the importance of comparing spectroscopic measurements
across families of targets, e.g., with functionalization being
one of the dimensions in HHS. Note that ionization induc-
ing a migration of charge does not necessarily necessitate
the creation of a spatially localized hole. For instance, it has
been shown that benzene can exhibit a long lasting migra-
tion that follows a breathing motion of electron density in
and out of the carbon ring [113].
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6. Summary
In this article, we presented an overview of progress to-
wards characterizing chargemigration through high-harmonic
spectroscopy which presents itself as an ideal technique due
to its inherent attosecond time resolution. We first began
with a quantitative analysis of the emitted harmonic radia-
tion and outlined a method to isolate the structural contribu-
tions of the ion, known as the RDME, in both the amplitude
and phase of the harmonic spectrum. Using this method, we
examined two structural features, two-center interferences
and Cooper minima, in small molecules using HHS. At first,
we presented studies of CO2 and CH3Cl where only onefeature is present. We then explored OCS, which has both
features, to illustrate the crucial importance of multidimen-
sional analysis to deconvolve each feature’s contributions to
the emitted radiation. This will be crucial to isolating time-
dependent contributions associated with charge migration.
As HHS characterization of charge migration requires
both an experimental and theoretical effort, we outlined two
simulationmethodswith their respective strengths and short-
comings in comparison tomeasurements: (i) a semi-classical
approach based on three-step factorization, and (ii) a direct
numerical approach based on first principles calculations.
Within the direct approach, a method for isolating the short-
trajectories of HHG was introduced, and illustrated by com-
parison to experimental results, and allowed for a further ex-
amination of sub-cycle molecular HHS. This sub-cycle res-
olution revealed the impact of the driving field on electron
dynamics and hence provided insight on future experimental
design.
Throughout the experimental and theoretical discussions,
we purposefully examined features, such as two-center in-
terferences and Cooper minima, in our overview of HHS
analysis techniques because these features are structural, i.e.
caused by the ion’s charge density distribution. Hence, the
time-independent characterizations of these features will act
as key references for chargemigration studieswhere the charge
densitywill gain a time-dependence and transiently vary these
previously static features in the phase and amplitude of the
emitted harmonic radiation.
Finally, we considered the introduction of a controllable
temporal dimension to HHS and commented on the need for
additional theoretical computations of migratory dynamics,
the chemical properties which impact them, and experimen-
tal/theoretical ionization spectroscopy for control over the
triggering of specific migration modes. Overall, continuing
efforts to induce, control, and observe molecular charge mi-
gration hold both significant promise and challenges.
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